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1

Executive summary

This deliverable defines the proposed control structure, presents models of controllable assets and
grid components, defines the communication networks and protocols, and presents methods for
aggregating flexibility. Finally, we provide an overview of a developed simulation framework that
implements the above elements.
We define the hierarchical control structure that is employed for controlling the LV grid and MV grid.
The control architecture allows exploitation of a large number of flexible assets by a low complexity
solution, via its hierarchical structure. A high penetration of renewables is expected in a future grid;
consequently, the number of flexible loads will grow.
To exploit the available flexibility, assets are modelled to allow the control of flexible active and
reactive power. The proposed control interface gives a unified interface for exploiting flexibility of all
assets.
The purpose of the control system is voltage control and energy balancing on both low and medium
voltage levels, in addition to loss minimization on the medium voltage level. Models of controllable
assets and grid components are derived based on these objectives, and the requirements to the
voltage profile imposed by the grid code. This enables us to tailor the models specifically for the
considered time scale, which improves the scalability of the grid simulation and allows joint
simulation of the low voltage and medium voltage grids to run approximately 3000 times faster than
real time on a standard laptop.
To improve the credibility in the simulation model and the results obtained in the project, real
consumption data is used for residential consumption. The data is collected from smart meters in
Horsens, Denmark. Also data provided by the Portuguese DSO EDP and the Danish DSO HEF will be
used.
To simplify the interface between layers of the hierarchical controller, aggregation of the available
flexibility must be accomplished. This is a classical and difficult problem in smart grid control with
many proposed solutions. In this project, we propose a method for aggregating the inflexible
residential consumption. This information will be used for energy balancing and loss minimization on
the medium voltage level. For aggregating the flexibility, an existing method will be modified to
include local constraints imposed by voltage constraints.
A communication network is considered for the interfaces between controllers, assets and data
sources according to the project’s architecture. Here, a strong synchronisation with work package 3 is
established. The ability to gather data from available data sources is very dependent on the type of
technology used and its inherent latency and speed. Also, the used protocols determine the data
format and information carried. For each interface between components of the control framework,
the protocols used and information sent and received (related to the control functionalities) is
specified in this document.
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2

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to describe the control framework, and the models of the electrical
grid and assets connected to the grid. Each asset model includes a control interface that allows the
exploitation of the asset’s flexibility in terms of both active and reactive power.
To accommodate the hierarchical control structure, methods for aggregation of key variables are
described at the end of the document. The aggregation ensures a simple interface between control
layers.
The document gives a complete overview of the components included in the considered system
together with controller interfaces, constraints, and objectives for the control. The described models
are implemented in a MATLAB simulation framework that allows the analysis and control of typical
LV and MV grids.
The current control of electrical grids is accomplished via a hierarchical control structure. The
SmartC2Net proposes to extend this control structure to include the low voltage grid controller and
the smart meter and energy management system present at the customer dwellings. The
SmartC2Net project follows the lines of the InovGrid project [1], and focuses in particular on the
inclusion of LV grid assets as actuators for the low voltage grid controller. A challenge in exploiting
the assets in the LV grid is their stochastic nature and their large number. Thus, it is difficult to realize
an economically feasible control solution that utilizes these assets.
Throughout this work, we will assume that controllers are placed at both low and medium voltage
levels, since this is a prerequisite for exploiting the installed assets. Also, we will assume that the
measurements acquired on LV and MV are available for the control. These assumptions allow the
project to reveal the true potential of the smart grid.
The first contribution of WP4 is to present a selection of requirements for the control of electricity
grids that are challenging to fulfil in the current and future electricity grids, and to give a control
framework that can be implemented by the DSOs to fulfil the requirements in a low complexity
solution. The requirements are derived from the interaction with DSOs in the expert advisory board
of the project, and the control structure is kept simple to improve its practical applicability.
Most classical control of power systems is accomplished on medium and high voltage levels, since no
controllable assets were previously available in the low voltage grids; also, no production was
connected in the low voltage grid until recently. By the introduction of PVs, heat pumps, EVs etc. it is
necessary to perform control actions in the LV grid to, e.g., obey the grid codes for power quality.
The necessity originates from an increased power consumption caused by EVs and heat pumps that
may cause under-voltage, and a considerable power production from PVs that may cause overvoltage.
The IEEE power systems test cases [2] are based on static loads and deterministic production units;
hence, these cases do not resemble the stochastic nature of loads and production from renewables.
Therefore, they cannot be used for thorough analysis of modern smart grids. This is the motivation
for the second contribution of WP4, a LV and MV grid simulation toolbox based on real consumption
data and stochastic load and production models. The model is valid for sample times down to
approximately one second. It should be noted that there are toolboxes for studying distribution
systems such as GridLab-D [3], which is a complex 3 Phase modelling framework targeted US
distribution systems.
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The idea of the smart grid control system is to exploit the inherent flexibility of the assets in the grid
for energy balancing, voltage control etc. This has been accomplished in several works – mostly for
energy balancing. Models of flexibility are based on two different control philosophies, direct control
and indirect control. Additionally, much focus has been put on the exploitation of flexibility of one
particular asset, not a collection of heterogeneous assets. The focus of SmartC2Net will be direct
control of a collection of heterogeneous assets.
The third contribution of WP4 is to provide a representative collection of models of flexible assets and
grid components with control interfaces that allow the exploitation of their flexibility via direct
control. In particular, we consider flexible production from photovoltaic power plants and wind
power plants, and flexible consumption from electric vehicles, energy storage units, and thermal
storage from households and supermarkets. Whereas, the grid components considered are capacitor
banks, on-load tap changing transformers and switches. The available flexibility is both in terms of
active and reactive power based on standard models, except for the flexibility of supermarkets,
where flexibility is identified in the scheduling of defrost cycles.
Aggregation is necessary when controlling a large number of units to lower the complexity of the
implemented solution. In hierarchical control, aggregation is usually accomplished at the interfaces
between control layers. This is also envisioned in this project, where an entire LV grid should be
aggregated such that the MV grid controller can interface it as if it was one or a few flexible assets on
the MV grid.
The fourth contribution of WP4 is to develop an architecture where a hierarchical control system is
implemented in such a way where control actions are coordinated and distributed along several
control layers. This implies a communication network that enables information exchange and the
implementation of controls actions where several protocols are used. These are chosen according to
the most updated industrial practices and in close liaison with the standardization bodies. Also, a
close collaboration and synchronization is required between WP4 and WP3 where the
communication and protocols are detailed.
The fifth contribution of WP4 is to give a division of the aggregation task into three different
categories, and to report methods that should be used for aggregating different classes of flexibility.
Based on measurements from smart meters, it is shown that inflexible consumption can be
represented with simple models that are appropriate for internal model control. Furthermore, it is
shown that the challenge in the aggregation is the active power flexibility. Since the characteristics of
flexibility are different for different assets, it is proposed to aggregate a collection of assets into not
one, but a few assets – one per category of flexibility.
The deliverable is structured as follows: Section 3 provides state-of-the-art in modelling of flexible
assets and aggregation of flexibility, Section 4 provides the proposed hierarchical control structure,
Section 5 sets up the requirements and objectives for the control system, and Section 6 specifies the
functionalities of each controller in the control framework. The actual communication network and
protocols used in the communication between units in the grid are specified in Section 7.
The model of the benchmark grid is given in Section 8, while Section 9 provides the mathematical
models of assets and grid components. Section 10 presents the methods for aggregating flexibility,
and Section 11 joints the developments in a simulation framework.
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3

State-of-the-Art

This section gives a short overview of the state of the art in modelling and control of smart grids, and
the specific topics addressed in the deliverable. For a detailed survey, see e.g. [4] and [5], and the
references therein.
The control and operation of today’s electricity grid is based on a hierarchical control structure,
where the upper level control ensures sufficient power, and local controllers ensure local objectives
such as obeying voltage constraints [6], [7]. Hierarchical control is a well-established subject in
control theory [8] and has been thoroughly studied for the control of power systems in [9], [10] and
for the particular case of droop control in [11]. It is not obvious if hierarchical control will be
employed in a future smart grid, or some decentralized control will be implemented. Decentralized
control has been successful in several applications [12], and e.g. [13] expects that the future
electricity grid should be considered as an interconnection of micro grids. In this project, it is believed
that the hierarchical control structure will sustain in the near future; hence, a hierarchical control will
be developed.
There exist several models of electrical grids and grid components [6], [14]. Also test distribution
networks are available for analysis of standard power systems related problems [2], in addition to
the freely available information about real distribution grids from DSOs [15]. To study smart grids,
models of distributed energy resources must be available together with descriptions of their
flexibility.
The trends and modelling of power electronics for the connection of distributed energy resources
were studied in [16], and a recent review of grid codes for wind integration was accomplished in [17],
which also describes some available flexibility such as Delta Control that is required in some grid
codes. In addition, [18] models and analyses the impact of integrating distributed energy resources in
low voltage electricity networks.
Several works also exist on modelling flexibility. The iPower project e.g. models household
consumption with the aim of exploiting its flexibility [19]. [20] shows how the reactive power can be
controlled of inverter-based generators. This method is also exploited in [21] where the flexibility of
several assets is exploited. Finally, in [22] the thermal storage of supermarkets is used in a direct
control approach.
The identified flexibility usually has to be aggregated before it can be used for control. The
aggregation is accomplished either for participating in a market or for complexity reduction in e.g.
hierarchical control systems. The DSOs have also shown interest in aggregation of available energy
flexibility for participating in the electricity markets [23], [24]. However, it is not clear if this will be a
task for the DSOs or a separate entity.
Methods for aggregating energy have very different complexity depending on the expressivity of
their underlying models and constraints. [25] is based on aggregating assets with integrator dynamics
and constraints. Due to its restrictive model expressivity, the complexity of the method is relatively
low and can be used for aggregating several hundreds of assets, i.e., it can be used in the context of a
virtual power plant, as explained in [26] and [27]. Several works on aggregation of flexibility are
considerably more complex and relies on finding the flexibility by solving an optimization problem
[28] that may even be given as a mixed integer programming problem [28], which is difficult to solve
when a large number of integer variables occur in the problem. The aggregation may only address
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one domestic household [29] in some micro grid setting [30]. The latter methods are too complex for
the considered scenario; hence, we propose to use methods similar to [25] or to take a more novel
approach and utilize alternating simulation relations or model reduction for obtaining low complexity
models of the flexibility [31], [32].
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4 Control framework
The purpose of this section is to introduce the hierarchical control structure and its four control
layers: Central management level, medium voltage level, low voltage level and customer level. This
section starts by describing the proposed control structure and delimitations of the project in Section
4.1 and Section 4.2. This is followed by an overview of the developed control framework, which is
presented in Section 4.3.

4.1

Hierarchical control structure

A hierarchical control structure is adopted in the SmartC2Net project. This was already decided in the
SmartC2Net description of work, Part B [33]. The hierarchical control structure is shown in Figure 1,
where the three lower layers follow the voltage levels on the grid, with the top of the hierarchy at
the highest voltage level. On top of these layers is the central management layer that supervises the
entire system. There is a controller on each level of the hierarchy, and the controllers are
interconnected with different types of communication networks.

Figure 1: High-level reference architecture for the control system.

Unlike most hierarchical controllers, there is no separation of time-scales between the different
levels of the hierarchy [34], [35], [36], [37]. The dynamics of the entire system are described by
electrical equations (electrical grid) and electro-mechanical equations (grid assets). The main
characteristics of the individual voltage levels of an electrical grid are shown in Table 1. Note that the
table indicates measurements acquired in the grid – these are currently not all available for control.
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Table 1. Characteristics of hierarchical levels of electrical grid.

Parameter

Voltage Level

Grid topology
Number of measurements
Sampling frequency
Certainty of consumption
Controllability of assets
Number of assets
Communication infrastructure

High

Medium

Low

Mesh
High
High
High
High
Low
Dedicated wired
connections

Mesh/Ring
Low
High
High
Low
Medium
Dedicated
wired/wireless
connections

Radial
High1
Low
Low
Low
High
Dedicated
wired/wireless
connections

The hierarchical control structure is motivated by the amount of control effort and determinism of
system behaviour rather than time-scales [36]. This implies that control functionalities on different
time scales are implemented on several layers of the hierarchy. However, since the amount of
available measurements and the controllability of assets are low on lower voltage levels, the control
solutions may differ between layers. In the SmartC2Net project, the hierarchical control is divided
into four levels
1. Central management level,
2. Medium voltage level,
3. Low voltage level,
4. Customer level.
In nominal operation, the objectives of the combined control system are
1. Power balancing,
2. Voltage control,
3. Energy balancing,
4. Loss minimization,
5. Exploitation of flexibility for maximizing profit.
The power balancing and voltage control requires control on a (sub) second- to minute-basis, while
energy balancing and loss minimization is accomplished on a 15 min. to 1 hour basis. Thus, the
controls will be designed separately, due to time-scale separation.

4.2

Delimitations of the control

Throughout this project, we do the following assumptions:
A1. The medium voltage grid is connected to a transmission grid that can always provide
sufficient active and reactive power to the medium voltage grid.
A2. In nominal operation, the communication happens instantaneously everywhere except
between the low voltage grid controller and its assets.
Assumption A1 allows the fulfilment of power balancing requirements, i.e., (tertiary) frequency
control is obsolete. Assumption A2 is made, since the communication on the medium voltage level
happens on dedicated fibre communication lines and/or wireless links. Note that a malicious attack
can occur that affects the communication also on the medium voltage level.

1

Notice that the smart meter measurements are currently not used for control.
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4.3

Overview

Figure 2 provides an overview of the structure of the control system, and how the controllers are
interconnected. The figure underpins that components providing flexibility (flexible loads, flexible
production etc.) on the customer level, low voltage and medium voltage grids should all be treated in
the same manner – as available assets. The assets of course have different characteristics, but this
information must be captured in the information sent from the asset to the control system in a
unified manner.

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure of the control system divided into four levels. In this project the
high voltage transmission grid is seen as a stiff source.
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In this setting, the hierarchical structure of the controller is only used for complexity reduction – not
for separating time-scales. Thus, the purpose of the hierarchy is to make the details on low layers
transparent to controls on upper layers of the hierarchy.
One may argue that the critical and noncritical functionality should be separated in the grid
controllers. For simplicity, this is not done in this description, but can be easily accomplished, as the
two control levels share very little information.
Notice that Figure 2 provides a conceptual view on the interfaces between subsystems. The Demand
Management Control communicates with the DMS who will address the DR requests to the
correspondent MVGC. However, the Demand Management Control is responsible for all the control,
and the DMS only forwards signals. Therefore, Demand Management Control is directly connected to
the Medium Voltage Grid Control, but with dashed lines through the distribution management
system in Figure 2.
The references to flexibility and signals with available flexibility can be specified in multiple ways.
Since we will allow both direct load control and control of flexibility by tariffs these signals are not
detailed. Also, an entire energy trajectory will describe the energy flexibility.

4.4

Logical controllers architecture

Figure 3 defines the main logical controllers of the SmartC2Net architecture and their interrelations.
Note that each logical controller may contain several sub-controllers with their own objectives, timescale of operation and actuation capabilities.
The Demand Response platform, if managed by the DSO, will use the established hierarchical
architecture to reach the client's CEMS via the MVGC, LVGC and finally the Smart Meter. However,
the possibility of an external stakeholder (3rd party) being responsible for Demand Management was
envisaged. In this case, a direct interface using internet connectivity was included between the
Demand Management Control and the CEMS.
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Figure 3 - Logical Controllers considered in the SmartC2Net project.

The details of the controllers, its objective functions and interfaces will be detailed along this
document.
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5

Control objectives and requirements

The purpose of this section is to describe the considered requirements for the system operation
given by the standards, and auxiliary objectives that quantify the performance of the system.

5.1

Requirements induced by the standards

The relevant requirements for SmartC2Net are found in EN50160:2010 “Voltage characteristics of
electricity supplied by public electricity networks” and are concerned with constraints on the voltage
magnitude on low and medium voltage levels.
The following requirements apply for the low voltage grid:
§LV1.
The 10 min. mean value of the supply voltage must be within ±10 % of the nominal
voltage for 95 % of the time, evaluated over a week.
§LV2.
The 10 min. mean value of the supply voltage must be within +10 % and -15 % of the
nominal voltage.
The following requirements apply for the medium voltage grid:
§MV1. The 10 min. mean value of the supply voltage must be within ±10 % of the nominal
voltage for 99 % of the time, evaluated over a week.
§MV2. The 10 min. mean value of the supply voltage must be within ±15 % of the nominal
voltage.

5.2

Requirements induced by the grid components

The relevant requirements for grid components in SmartC2Net are described in [38], and repeated
below for convenience. In particular, they apply to the benchmark grid.
Transformer
Medium Voltage
Low Voltage – Industry
Low Voltage – Agriculture
Low Voltage - Residential & Commercial

Ratings
50 MVA
1250 kVA
200 kVA
400 kVA

60 kV/20 kV
20 kV/0.4 kV
20 kV/0.4 kV
20 kV/0.4 kV

Cables
L1, L2
L3, L4, L5, L7, L9
L6, L8
L01–L42

5.3

Ratings
770 A
405 A
225 A
290 A

20 kV
20 kV
20 kV
0.4 kV

Objectives for the control system

In addition to complying with constraints, the control system must minimize a cost. As stated earlier,
we consider the cost of losses in cables and the profit of selling flexibility. Jointly, this optimization
problem is
∫

)

)

)

)

)

))

) is the active power loss in cables and transformers,
) is the flexible supply, and
) is the flexible demand utilized by the control system. The prices for each of the three powers
),
) and
). The performance of the control system is given by this minimization
are
problem, subject to the aforementioned constraints.
where
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6

Control functionalities

The purpose of this section is to give an overview of the control functionalities considered in
SmartC2Net. We describe the required functionality of each controller on Figure 2.

6.1

Functionality of grid controllers

In this section the control functionalities are placed on each layer of the hierarchical control
structure. Thus, we detail the four layers: Central management level, MV Level, LV Level, Customer
Level.
6.1.1

Distribution Management System (DMS)

The distribution management system comprises the control functionalities of the SCADA and other
high level data collection and control systems. This layer is the top of the presented hierarchy.
Within SmartC2Net, the distribution management system will send power references to the medium
voltage grid controller and collect measurement data.
6.1.1.1

Delimitations

The distribution management system is almost completely abstracted away in this project, since the
focus is on the low and medium voltage levels. Thus, the distribution management system will only
generate fictitious power references for the medium voltage grid controller, and forward signals
from the demand management control.
6.1.1.2

Inputs and outputs

The distribution management system interfaces only with the medium voltage grid controller. The
inputs and outputs of the distribution management system for the power references are sampled
with a sampling time of 1 min. The distribution management system will also collect data for the
SCADA system with a longer sampling time, but this is not relevant for this project.
The inputs and outputs from the distribution management system are specified together with the
sampling time in the following table.
Resource
Input [sampling time]
Output [sampling time]
Medium voltage grid controller Reference for flexible active Active power consumption
power [1 min.]
[1 min.]
Reactive power consumption
[1 min.]
Reference for flexible reactive Voltage [1 min.]
power [1 min.]
Available flexible active power
[1 min.]
Available flexible reactive
power [1 min.]
6.1.2

Demand Management Control

In contrast to the distribution management system, the demand management is only concerned with
flexible energy, i.e. scheduling energy on a 15 min. basis. The demand management control can be
operated by the DSO or a third party that usually wants to earn money by shifting the load in time.
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The flexibility can be offered by any controllable asset in the grid; thus, the demand management
control must maximize profit subject to the entire available flexibility.
6.1.2.1

Delimitations

The demand management control will interact with a market in order to maximize profit. In this
project it will be assumed that a price is available for the demand management, and that the demand
management will not affect the market at all. This delimitation is imposed to focus the effort on the
grid- and communication-related issues instead of the complicated interaction with the market.
6.1.2.2

Control objectives

The objective of the demand management is to maximize profit. At the surface this looks as an easy
problem, but since the offered flexibility is based on stochastic resources, the risk associated with a
given schedule must be balanced with the expected profit.
6.1.2.3

Inputs and outputs

The demand management system interfaces mainly with the medium voltage grid controller (via
communication past through the DMS); however, direct communication to the flexible assets (load
and generation) may also be an option, see Figure 3. The inputs and outputs of the demand
management system are energy references, sampled with a sampling time of 15 min. Note that the
energy references can be given both in terms of direct load control references and be price based,
i.e., controlling the demand by tariffs.
The interface between the demand management and the MV control is specified together with the
sampling time in the following table.
Resource
Input [sampling time]
Output [sampling time]
Medium voltage grid control
Reference for flexible energy Available flexible energy
[15 min.]
[15 min.]
Smart meters/CEMS
Historical load profile for the Available flexible energy
previous day (15 min sampling) [15 min.] and set-points to
individual clients (MV and LV)
6.1.3

Medium voltage grid control

The medium voltage control is responsible for ensuring that the grid code is satisfied on the medium
voltage level, and that the available flexibility is made available for higher control layers. Additionally,
a control objective for the medium voltage control is the reduction of active power losses. The
controller is implemented in HV/MV primary substation and is called medium voltage grid controller
(MVGC).
6.1.3.1

Delimitations

The MVGC has numerous functionalities, but in accordance with Deliverable 1.1 only a subset of
these is considered in this project. In particular, grid faults are omitted in addition to several power
quality controls, as well as most interfaces to controls on higher levels of the hierarchy.
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6.1.3.2

Requirements

Requirements for the medium voltage grid, origin from the standard EN 50160. It is chosen only to
take into account the requirements on the voltage level, when addressing power quality.
Requirements imposed by the physics of the system are also imposed on the control. Specifically, the
capacity limit of cables cannot be exceeded. The requirements to the medium voltage grid controller
are given in Section 5.1.
6.1.3.3

Control objectives

The medium voltage grid controller has several objectives with different levels of criticality; hence,
we partition the control objectives into primary and secondary control objectives.
6.1.3.3.1 Primary control objective
The primary control objective for the controller is to manage the power quality. In this project, the
power quality refers to the voltage level at each bus, see §MV1. This implies that the controller must
ensure that the constraint on the voltage level is satisfied at all times. It should be noted that this is
not a tracking problem, but only a satisfaction of a voltage constraint.
6.1.3.3.2 Secondary control objectives
There are two secondary control objectives: minimization of power losses and reference following
for energy flexibility. Specifically the active power loss is given by
where is a vector of currents in the grid, with denoting the complex conjugate of , and
resistance matrix for the grid. Furthermore, the energy tracking error is given as

is the

where is the energy and
is the energy reference.
The secondary control objectives may be conflicting; thus, a compromise between the two objectives
must be reached.
6.1.3.4

Additional functionality

The medium voltage controller has some important additional functionality that facilitates the
hierarchical control, by simplifying the interfaces between the different levels of the hierarchy. This is
 Dispatch of references for flexibility (i.e. energy profile and power reference),
 Aggregation of available flexibility,
 Forwarding measurements to the distribution management system.
A pivotal part of the hierarchical control structure is to make details on lower levels of the hierarchy
transparent to the upper levels. This is accomplished by the medium voltage grid controller. The
medium voltage grid controller receives only one set-point to flexible active power and reactive
power from the distribution management system, and only one reference for flexible energy from
the demand management control. These set-points must be distributed to the medium voltage
assets. Thus, the medium voltage grid controller must implement a dispatch algorithm. The
considered medium voltage assets are
 Wind power plant
 Photovoltaic power plant
 Flexible loads: Supermarket and charging station
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Also, the medium voltage grid controller can send only one signal about available flexibility to the
upper level controls. Therefore, an aggregation must be performed at the medium voltage grid
controller. Finally, the medium voltage grid controller may act as a gateway for message passing
between higher control layers and the low voltage grid controller.
6.1.3.5

Inputs and outputs

The medium voltage grid controller interfaces with the distribution management system, medium
voltage assets, and medium voltage grid components.
The inputs and outputs of the medium voltage grid controller are sampled at two different sampling
frequencies, since they are associated to controls with different time-scales. In particular, the control
associated with management of power quality has a sampling time of 1 min, while the sampling time
is 15 min. for loss minimization and energy reference following.
The resources on medium voltage level are medium voltage grid components and controllable assets
connected to the MV grid:
 HV/MV on load tap changer,
 Capacitor Banks,
 Switches between busses,
 Controllable MV assets.
The inputs to the available resources and outputs from the resources are specified together with the
sampling time in the following table.
Resource
Input [sampling time]
Output [sampling time]
HV/MV on load tap changer
Tap position set-point [1 min.]
Tap position [1 min.]
Voltage [1 min.]
Capacitor Banks
Reactive power set-point
Voltage [1 min.]
[1 min.]
Switch
Switch position
[15 min.]
Controllable MV asset
Reference for flexible active Active power consumption
power [1 min.]
[1 min.]
Reactive power consumption
[1 min.]
Reference for flexible reactive Voltage [1 min.]
power [1 min.]
Available flexible active power
[1 min.]
Reference for flexible energy Available flexible reactive
[15 min.]
power [1 min.]
Available flexible energy
[15 min.]
Remark that the interface is identical to all controllable MV assets that comprise flexible loads,
flexible generation, and low voltage grids. This aligns with the initial thought on making a hierarchical
control structure, where the details of the lower levels are transparent. Also, a cost is associated with
actuator usage ensuring that e.g. the tap position of OLTCs is changed very rarely. Specifically, the
number of tap changes and switches is limited to 10 per day.
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6.1.3.6

Control solution

The control solution will be described in Deliverable 4.2.
6.1.4

Low voltage grid control

The low voltage control is responsible for managing the low voltage grid operation. That is ensuring
an acceptable power quality, and making the flexibility available for the medium voltage grid
controller. The controller is implemented in MV/LV secondary substation and is called low voltage
grid controller (LVGC).
6.1.4.1

Delimitations

The LVGC has numerous functionalities, but in accordance with Deliverable 1.1 only a subset of these
is considered in this project. In particular, grid faults are omitted.
6.1.4.2

Requirements

Requirements for the low voltage grid origin from the standard EN 50160. Similar to the medium
voltage level, it is chosen only to take into account the requirements to the 10 min. average voltage
variation, when addressing power quality. Requirements imposed by the physics of the system are
also imposed on the control. The requirements to the low voltage grid controller are given in Section
5.1.
6.1.4.3

Control objectives

The low voltage grid controller has several objectives with different levels of criticality; hence, we
partition the control objectives into primary and secondary control objectives.
6.1.4.3.1 Primary control objective
The primary control objective for the controller is to manage the power quality. In this project, the
power quality refers to the voltage level at each bus, see §LV1. This implies that the controller must
ensure that the constraint on the voltage level is satisfied at all times. It should be noted that this is
not a tracking problem, but only a satisfaction of a voltage constraint.
6.1.4.3.2 Secondary control objective
The secondary control objective is reference following for energy flexibility. Specifically, the energy
tracking error is given as
where

is the energy and

is the energy reference.

6.1.4.4

Additional functionality

The low voltage controller has some important additional functionality that facilitates the
hierarchical control, by simplifying the interfaces between the different levels of the hierarchy. This is
 Dispatch of references for flexibility,
 Aggregation of available flexibility.
The low voltage grid controller receives only one set-point to flexible active power, reactive power,
and flexible energy from the medium voltage grid control. These set-points must be distributed to
the low voltage assets. Thus, the low voltage grid controller must implement a dispatch algorithm.
Also, the low voltage grid controller can send only one signal about available flexibility to the
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medium voltage controller. Therefore, an aggregation must be performed at the low voltage grid
controller.
6.1.4.5

Inputs and outputs

The low voltage grid controller interfaces with the medium voltage grid controller, low voltage
assets, and low voltage grid components.
The inputs and outputs of the low voltage grid controller are sampled at two different sampling
frequencies, since they are associated to controls with different time-scales. In particular, the control
associated with management of power quality has a sampling time of 1 min, while the sampling time
is 15 min. for energy reference following.
The resources on the low voltage level are low voltage grid components and controllable assets
connected to the LV grid:
 MV/LV on load tap changer,
 Energy storage,
 Controllable LV assets.
The inputs to the available resources and outputs from the resources are specified together with the
sampling time in the following table.
Resource
Input [sampling time]
Output [sampling time]
MV/LV on load tap changer
Tap position set-point [1 min.]
Tap position [1 min.]
Voltage [1 min.]
Controllable LV asset
Reference for flexible active Active power consumption
power [1 min.]
[1 min.]
Reactive power consumption
[1 min.]
Reference for flexible reactive Voltage [1 min.]
power [1 min.]
Available flexible active power
[1 min.]
Reference for flexible energy Available flexible reactive
profile [15 min.]
power [1 min.]
Available flexible energy profile
[15 min.]
Remark that the interface to all controllable LV assets can utilize the same protocol if e.g. with DLMS
COSEM. This will be appropriate for simplifying the communication structure. The communication
within the low voltage layer is detailed in Section 7.
A cost is associated with actuator usage ensuring that e.g. the tap position of OLTCs is changed very
rarely. Specifically, the number of tap changes is limited to 3 per day.
6.1.4.6

Control solution

The control solution will be described in Deliverable 4.2.
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6.2

Functionality of controllable assets

This section details the functionality of the controllable assets. Controllable assets can be located
both on the low voltage grid and the medium voltage grid. Furthermore, the assets may be placed
behind the smart meter of a household. In this situation, the CEMS in the house will aggregate all the
flexibility of the household to have only one interface to the low voltage grid controller.
6.2.1

Flexible load

Flexible loads can be available on both low and medium voltage levels. On the low voltage grid they
can both be stand-alone loads or be located inside a house. Since this class of assets is diverse, their
individual characteristics play an important role in their usability for the control. Models of the
considered flexible loads are described in the Section 9.1.3. A particular example is a supermarket
that offers its thermal capacity as flexibility.
6.2.1.1

Functionality

A flexible load provides flexibility in terms of both power and energy. Thus, upon receiving a
reference, its internal control will ensure that the active and reactive power references are followed.
However, the most important functionality of a flexible load is to provide an estimate of its flexibility;
that is, both power flexibility and energy flexibility.
If the load is connected to the grid through a power converter (e.g. EVs), then it may offer reactive
power as flexibility. Alternatively, the reactive power can be used in a local voltage control.
6.2.1.2

Inputs and outputs

The inputs and outputs of a flexible load are sampled at two different sampling frequencies, since
they are associated to controls with different time-scales. The external interface of a flexible load is
detailed in the tables under the descriptions of the low and medium voltage grid controllers. The
internal control actions are specified for the considered flexible loads in Section 9.1.3, and are unique
to each type of flexible load.
6.2.2

Distributed energy resource

Distributed energy resources such as photovoltaic, batteries, and wind turbines can either be
connected to the low voltage grid or medium voltage grid depending on their power generation
capacity. In addition, they may be stand-alone devices or be located behind the smart meter of a
house. Models of the considered flexible distributed energy resources are described in Section 9.1.1
and Section 9.1.2.
6.2.2.1

Functionality

A distributed energy resources provides flexibility in terms of both power and energy. Thus, upon
receiving a reference, its internal control will ensure that the power and energy references are
followed. If the resource is connected to the grid through an inverter, then it may offer reactive
power as flexibility. Alternatively, the reactive power can be used in a local voltage control.
A characteristic of several distributed energy resources is that the offered flexibility has a price in
terms of wear and strain on the device.
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6.2.2.2

Inputs and outputs

The inputs and outputs of distributed energy resources are sampled at two different sampling
frequencies, since they are associated to controls with different time-scales. The inputs and outputs
are detailed in the tables under the descriptions of the low and medium voltage grid controllers. The
internal control actions, such as pitch and torque references for wind turbines, are specified for the
considered energy resource in Section 9.1.1 and Section 9.1.2, and are unique to each type of
distributed energy resources.
6.2.3

Public charging station

A public charging station can offer flexibility to the grid by utilizing batteries of electrical vehicles. The
charging station is managing an electrified parking lot where EVs can publically park and charge.
Thus, the charging station will act as an aggregator of the flexibility offered by individual cars, see
Section 9.1.3.2.
6.2.3.1

Functionality

A charging station provides flexibility in terms of both power and energy. Thus, upon receiving a
reference, its internal control will ensure that the power and energy references are followed. Since
the charging station administrates distributed energy resources (batteries), there is an associated
cost with offering the flexibility, since the charging pattern may shorten the life-time of the battery.
Therefore, the charging station must schedule the charging such that wear on batteries is minimized.
This must happen while offering flexibility to the grid and guaranteeing a specific maximum charge
time imposed by the costumers. This topic is addressed in details in the design of the charging station
scheduling, which will be published in Deliverable 4.2.
6.2.3.2

Inputs and outputs

The inputs and outputs of charging station are sampled at two different sampling frequencies, since
they are associated to controls of both power and energy. The inputs and outputs are detailed in the
tables under the descriptions of the low and medium voltage grid controllers.
6.2.4

CEMS/Household

A household can act as a low voltage grid asset, by offering flexibility given by appliances such as
refrigerators, HVAC systems, photovoltaic, electric vehicles etc. To allow a household to offer
flexibility, it must have an internal aggregator and controller called CEMS. In this case that the
household has both production and consumption, it is referred to as a prosumer.
6.2.4.1

Functionality

A household with a CEMS system provides flexibility in terms of both power and energy. Thus, upon
receiving a reference, its internal control will ensure that the power and energy references are
followed. Assets such as PVs in the household are inverter based; this makes it possible for the
household to provide flexibility in terms of both active and reactive power.
The objective of the CEMS is to minimize discomfort for the household while offering as much
flexibility as possible to the grid. A well-designed CEMS can minimize energy costs by offering
flexibility without disturbing the inhabitants of the house. Detailed design of the CEMS is found in
Deliverable 4.2.
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6.2.4.2

Inputs and outputs

The inputs and outputs of a household are sampled at two different sampling frequencies, since they
are associated to controls of both power and energy. The inputs and outputs are detailed in the
tables under the descriptions of the low and medium voltage grid controllers.
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7

Communication network and protocols

Communication networks of different quality are in all layers of the grid: in the low voltage grid for
instance, the low voltage controllers, CEMS and CS, communicate both with the LVGC and with the
assets: EV, HVAC, PV, etc.
The information is bidirectional: actuation signals and set points are refreshed every 1 minute,
monitoring information such as flexibility, load and energy plans are sampled every 15 minutes.
Voltages might be sampled at a 1 minute sampling time.
The latency of data in certain technologies (PLC) may be so high that even the 1 minute intervals
cannot be held. In addition packets can be lost, or the link can be disrupted for a longer period.
Thanks to profiles and load plans, the controller can continue to work even if a disruption is
identified (by the monitoring system). The adaptive control actions will depend on the type of flow
disturbed:
a) actuation is disturbed: the controlled asset is not controllable and has to ramp down the energy
consumption
b) the forecast load, flexibility data flow is disrupted: in this case the controller that originates this
data can continue to work within its flexibility limits.
c) the voltage, PQ, meter data is disrupted: the controller has to extrapolate the missing data, can
continue for a while before service degradation.
An overview of the protocols for the communication is provided in the following table, and a
graphical overview is provided in Figure 4.
Link
Connection between
Protocol
[N]
Distribution
management Medium
voltage
grid IEC 60870-5, IEC
system
controller
61850
[P]+[N]
Demand Management Control
Medium
voltage
grid OpenADR,
controller (via DMS)
WebServices
[Q]
Demand Management Control
Controllable LV Load
OpenADR,
WebServices
[M]
Medium voltage grid controller Substation
Automation IEC 60870-5, IEC
Control
61850
[F] [E]
Medium voltage grid controller Controllable MV asset
IEC 60870-5, IEC
61850
[A]
Medium voltage grid controller Low voltage grid controller
IEC 60870-5, IEC
61850
Low voltage grid controller
MV/LV on load tap changer
IEC 60870-5, IEC
61850, MODBUS
[H] [I] [C] Low voltage grid controller
Controllable LV asset
DLMS COSEM / IEC
62056, IEC 61334,
WebServices, IEC
61850, OCPP, IEC
15118
[B]
Low voltage grid controller
Smart Meter
DLMS COSEM / IEC
62056, IEC 61334,
WebServices
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[J]

Smart Meter

CEMS

DLMS COSEM,
WebServices,
MODBUS

While it is crucial for the control actions implementation, these protocols are responsible for the data
structures and messages to be used on the interfaces between controllers. Their complexity and
processing requirements must be adequate to the components where the interface is connecting.
The choice of protocols to be used was based on the latest practices used by industry on real
application on the area of grid control systems. Also, an extensive analysis of the current and future
standards development was performed to be able to suggest the use of new standard application on
interfaces where it is foreseen to be used in the future. As an example, the use of IEC61850 on layers
such as DER and flexible loads on MV level as well as for EVs control is considered a novelty where
standardization bodies are still on a discussion phase. The details of the interfaces between
components and the protocols used are a subject addressed in detail on D3.2.
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Figure 4. Overview of the communication topology.
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8

Benchmark Grid

The purpose of this section is to describe the benchmark grid and consumption profiles used for the
simulation. The benchmark grid is detailed in [38] and described in the following. The grid consists of
a medium voltage feeder along with one detailed low voltage residential grid. The main purpose of
the benchmark electrical grid is to develop control solutions for handling voltage problems in a grid
with high penetration of renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic- and wind power systems.
Therefore, the electrical grid has purposely been designed so voltage problems can occur, i.e., the
grid is weak. The low voltage residential grid is detailed in order to investigate voltage control
problems on a level, where typically no equipment, such as on-load tap changing transformers, has
been installed to handle the voltage problems. Further, with the ongoing penetration of especially
photovoltaics systems on this level, it is suspected that over-voltage in low voltage grid will become a
problem in the future, if no counter measures are developed. The benchmark grid topology and
parameters are based on a small part of a Danish distribution grid, which has been chosen because it
features many of the properties stated above. The grid parameters are provided by the Danish DSO
HEF.
The model of the benchmark electrical grid consists of two parts
1. Grid topology and parameters,
2. Load profiles of inflexible consumption.
It is assumed throughout the description of this model, that power is always balanced, i.e., the
distribution grid is connected to a high voltage transmission grid capable of injecting or consuming
the power needed. Thereby, the frequency is assumed constant, making it possible to simulate the
system using phasor representation. Furthermore, it is assumed that the three phases are balanced;
thus it can be seen as a one phase system. For further details in modelling of electrical grids and
power systems, see [39] [40].
It should be noted that the benchmark grid described here, can easily be exchanged with any other
grid, e.g., the IEEE distribution test feeders [2].

8.1

Grid topology and parameters

The topology of the medium voltage feeder is illustrated in Figure 5. The medium voltage feeder is
connected through a transformer station to a high voltage transmission grid, and through a switch to
an additional high/medium voltage transformer station. The medium voltage feeder consists of 11
busses and a slack bus representing the high voltage grid. Loads in form of industry, commercial,
agriculture and residential are connected and production units in form of a solar power plant and a
wind power plant are connected. The residential load shown in Figure 5 is the detailed low voltage
grid described below. Further, the medium voltage transformer parameters are given in Table 2 and
the cable parameters are given in Table 3.
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Figure 5. Topology of the medium voltage feeder. B denotes busses, L denotes cables, S denotes switches,
SPP is a solar power plant and WPP is a wind power plant.

The topology of the detailed low voltage residential grid is shown in Figure 6. The low voltage grid is
connected to the medium voltage grid through a transformer station at bus 10, see Figure 5. The low
voltage grid consists of 41 busses with a variable number of household consumers/producers
connected to each bus. Parameters for the transformer station are given in Table 2 and for cables in
Table 3. The number of aggregated households for each load shown in Figure 6 is given in Table 5.
It should be noted that for the other low voltage grids the number of busses and loads are typically
lower. This information is collected in Table 4.
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Figure 6. Topology of the low voltage residential grid. B denotes busses, L denotes cables and LD denotes
aggregated loads.

Table 2. Transformer station parameters.

Level

Ratings

Resistance [ ]

Reactance [ ]

Number of
taps

MV T1

50 MVA,
60/20 kV
50 MVA,
60/20 kV
1250 kVA,
20/0.4 kV
200 kVA,
20/0.4 kV
400 kVA,
20/0.4 kV
400 kVA,
20/0.4 kV

3

13

3

13

0.001

0.02

0.002

0.05

0.004

0.04

0.004

0.04

10
(on-load)
10
(on-load)
2
(off-load)
2
(off-load)
2
(off-load)
10
(on-load)

MV T2
LV
industry
LV
agriculture
LV
commercial
LV
residential
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Voltage per tap [%
of nominal
voltage]
1.25
1.25
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.25
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Table 3. Cable parameters.

Voltage Level
[kV]
20

Ratings
[A]
770

Resistance
[ /km]
0.1

Reactance
[ /km]
0.1

Length
[km]
1

20

405

0.13

0.09

5

20

405

0.13

0.09

10

20

225

0.32

0.15

5

0.4

290

0.208

0.052

0.5

Cables
L1, L2
In Figure 5
L3, L5, L7
In Figure 5
L4, L9
In Figure 5
L6, L8
In Figure 5
L1 – L42
In Figure 6

Table 4. Low voltage grid consumer characteristics, based on Danish grid data.

Consumer
type
Industry

Annual average
consumption [MWh]
1000

Power
factor
0.9

Agriculture

60-80

0.9

Commercial

100

0.95

Residential

4-5

0.97

Typical number of loads
and feeders
1-2 loads,
1-2 feeders
2-3 loads,
2-3 feeders
3-4 loads,
3-4 feeders
100+ loads,
3-5 feeders

Table 5. Number of aggregated households per load, referring to Figure 6.

Load
LD1
LD2
LD3
LD4
LD5
LD6
LD7
LD8
LD9
LD10

8.2

# of Houses
8
4
3
4
3
5
4
4
2
1

Load
LD11
LD12
LD13
LD14
LD15
LD16
LD17
LD18
LD19
LD20

# of Houses
2
5
4
3
2
4
3
2
4
3

Load
LD21
LD22
LD23
LD24
LD25
LD26
LD27
LD28
LD29
LD30

# of Houses
2
3
2
3
1
2
2
2
3
4

Load
LD31
LD32
LD33
LD34
LD35
LD36
LD37
LD38

# of Houses
3
7
2
2
1
2
2
3

Load Profiles

The detailed residential low voltage grid consists of 116 houses, distributed on the 41 busses.
Consumption profiles of five individual houses are shown in Figure 7 for a two day period, during
summer and winter. Further, the aggregated consumption of all 116 houses is depicted in Figure 8
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for the same periods during summer and winter. These consumption patterns are based on Danish
electrical grid data from Horsens and have been sampled every 15 minutes. To run simulation with a
sampling time below the 15 minutes, the data is linearly interpolated according to the desired
sampling time.

Figure 7. Power consumption of 5 houses for a two day period, both summer and winter. The data is
sampled every 15 minutes.
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Figure 8. Aggregated power consumption of 116 houses for a two day period, both summer and winter. The
data is sampled every 15 minutes.
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9

Modelling

The purpose of this section is to present models of the assets and grid components considered in the
project and in the benchmark grid.

9.1

Assets

The grid assets are all units in the grid that can produce or consume energy. Most assets also provide
flexibility. The SmartC2Net considers the following selection of assets:
 Wind power plants
 Photovoltaic power plants
 Flexible load
o Supermarket
o Thermal storage
o Electric vehicle
o House heating system
9.1.1

Wind Power Plant

The purpose of this section is to describe the model of a wind power plant used for the distribution
grid simulation. The model consists of three parts
1. Wind model based on the Van der Hoven spectrum and the von Karman spectrum,
2. Model of variable-speed, variable-pitch wind turbine,
3. Control interface for active and reactive power.
The wind power plant model is based on a model of a single wind turbine. The wind power plant
model is obtained by scaling the power rating of a wind turbine. The presented model is intended for
simulations with a sample time longer than one second. Therefore, both the electrical and the
mechanical systems are assumed to have simple dynamics; for further details in wind turbine
dynamics and control, see [41] and [42]. The wind turbine is modelled as a first order system with a
variable gain from wind speed to electrical power. Phenomena such as wind shear and tower shadow
are neglected in the wind model, in addition to fast fluctuations in the wind speed [43] [44].
9.1.1.1

Wind Model

The wind model is based on the model presented in Section 3.7 of [41]. The power spectrum of a
point wind speed is usually assumed to follow the Van der Hoven spectrum [45]. From the Van der
Hoven spectrum it is seen that frequencies with a time period between 10 min. and 20 min. have a
relatively low power; hence, the power spectrum is divided into two parts:
 Turbulent wind (time period shorter than 10 min.),
 Mean wind (time period longer than 20 min.).
Thereby, the wind speed can be expressed as
where
is the wind speed [m/s],
is the mean wind speed [m/s], and
is the
turbulence [m/s].
The turbulence component of the wind speed has been described in various ways, using different
power spectra such as Kaimal and von Karman [46]. To this end, we use the von Karman spectrum
based on [46].
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9.1.1.2

Wind Turbine Model

We consider a variable-speed, variable-pitch wind turbine [41]. This type of wind turbine is controlled
to maximize power capture at low wind speeds and produce a constant power at high wind speeds. A
wind turbine converts the power of wind into electrical power. The power of the wind in the rotor
swept area is given by

where
is the power of the wind [W], is the air density [
], and
[ ].
In normal operation, the power produced by an ideal wind turbine is

is the rotor swept area

{
where
is the maximum power coefficient of the wind turbine [47],
and
determine the operating range of the wind turbine,
is the maximum allowed output power,
and
is the minimum speed at which the wind turbine can produce an output power equal to
. Figure 9 shows the output power of the wind turbine as a function of the wind speed. It
should be noted that
is theoretically bounded by Betz limit, which is 0.593.

Figure 9. Power curve of wind turbine, showing the relation between wind speed and output power.

To model the dynamics of the rotor shafts and drive train, when operating in the below rated wind
speed, a first order low-pass filter is added to represent the inertia of the system.
9.1.1.3

Control Interface

The active and reactive power of the wind power plant can be controlled; thus, we initially modify
the wind turbine model to take into account control of active power. We allow the active power to
be controlled in two different ways
 Derate power,
 Change in active power.
To derate power means that the maximum power of the wind turbine (
) is limited to a value
, where
is a control variable that determines how much the power
output should be derated.
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If the wind power plant is not derated, then the active power can be curtailed by an amount
. If
the wind turbine is operated in derated mode, the active power output can be both increased and
decreased if it is operating in the full load region.
The wind power plant model including the control of active power is
̅
̅

where ̅

)

)
̅
{
is a ten minute average of the wind speed and it is assumed that:
always holds, which prohibits the model from outputting negative power.

We allow the reactive power of the wind power plant to be controlled in three different modes
 Constant power factor (
),
 Reference following on reactive power (
),
 Voltage control (
).
The reactive power reference can be described as:
))
̅
{
)
where ̅ is the reactive power reference, is the desired power factor,
is a reference voltage,
is the measured voltage at the connection point and
is a voltage droop control
function given by
)
)
with

where
and
is the maximum and minimum allowable voltage values [V], respectively.
The reactive power output of the wind power plant is limited by a maximum apparent power
the converter; hence, the reactive power output is
)
{
)
)
where

)

√

of

.

9.1.1.4 Simulation Example
A simulation example of a 3 MW wind turbine with a rated wind speed of 12 m/s is shown in Figure
10. The wind turbine is started in normal operation mode;
. It is then derated;
. Following, it is curtailed;
and
Next, it is both curtailed
and derated;
, first
followed by
. Finally, the
wind turbine is returned to normal operation mode;
.
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Figure 10. Simulation Example of the wind turbines active power output, under different control actions.

9.1.2

Photovoltaic Power Plant

The purpose of this section is to describe the model of a solar power plant used for the distribution
grid simulation. The model consists of three parts
1. Solar irradiance model,
2. Model of photovoltaic system,
3. Control interface for active and reactive power.
The solar power plant model is based on a model of a single photovoltaic system. The solar power
plant model is obtained by scaling the power rating of a single photovoltaic system. The presented
model is intended for simulations with a sample time longer than one second. Therefore, the
electrical system is assumed to have no dynamics. Further, as the photovoltaic model is intended for
studying how these systems affect the underlying electrical grid, their dependence on temperature
and tilt angle is neglected; for further details on modelling of photovoltaic systems, see [48] [49].
9.1.2.1

Solar Irradiance Model

Solar irradiance consists of beam irradiance and diffuse irradiance [50]. Beam irradiance is only
present when the sun is shining from a clear sky and diffuse irradiance consists of irradiance
emanating from the cloud free part of the sky and irradiance emanating from the cloud covered part
of the sky [50]. Therefore, the model is divided into two parts
 Beam irradiance,
 Diffuse irradiance,
where both parts are dependent on the cloud cover. Thereby, the solar irradiance can be expressed
as
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)
)
)
where
is the solar irradiance [W/ ],
is the beam irradiance [W/ ],
is the
diffuse irradiance [W/ ] and
is the cloud cover;
indicates no clouds and
indicates that the entire sky is covered by clouds. Generally, the cloud cover is seen as a user input to
the model, see [51] [50] for one method.
The beam and diffuse irradiance components can be described in different ways. In this work, they
are modelled according to [50] and [52].
9.1.2.2

Photovoltaic System Model

We consider a photovoltaic system, assumed not to be dependent on temperature and placed
horizontal to the earth’s surface. The system is then given by the area it covers and the efficiency of
its cells. In normal operation the power produced by an ideal photovoltaic system is given by
{
where is the efficiency of the solar cells and is the area they cover [
the efficiency is bounded by the Shockley-Queisser limit, which is 0.337.
9.1.2.3

]. It should be noted that

Control Interface

The active and reactive power of the solar power plant can be controlled; thus, we initially modify
photovoltaic model to take into account control of active power. We allow the active power to be
controlled in two different ways
 Derate power,
 Change in active power.
To derate power means that the maximum power of the solar power plant (
) is limited to a
value
, where
W is a control variable that determines how much the power
output should be derated.
If the solar power plant is not derated, then the active power can be curtailed by an amount
. If
the solar power plant is operated in derated mode, the active power output can be both increased
and decreased if it is operating in the full load region.
The solar power plant model including the control of active power is
{
where it is assumed that:
, which prohibits the model from
outputting negative power.
We allow the reactive power of the solar power plant to be controlled in three different modes
 Constant power factor (
),
 Reference following on reactive power (
),
 Voltage control (
).
Thus, the reactive power reference can be described as:
))
̅
{
)
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where ̅ is the reactive power reference, is the desired power factor,
is a reference voltage,
is the measured voltage at the connection point and
is a voltage droop control
function given by
)
)
with

where
and
is the maximum and minimum allowable voltage values [V] respectively.
The reactive power output of the wind power plant is limited by a maximum apparent power
the converter; hence, the reactive power output is
)
{
)
)
where

)

√

of

.

9.1.2.4 Simulation Example
A simulation example of a 6 kW photovoltaic system is shown in Figure 11. The photovoltaic system
is started in normal operation mode;
. It is then derated;
.
Following, it is curtailed;
and
Finally, it is both curtailed and derated;
, first
then
, followed by
.

Figure 11. Simulation Example of the photovoltaic systems active power output, under different control
actions.
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9.1.3

Flexible Loads

In this project three different types of flexible loads are considered. These are supermarket
refrigeration systems, aggregated flexibility of households, and electrical vehicle charging stations.
These assets are characterised by being able to shift load in time and thus offer flexibility to the grid.
The characteristics of the considered flexible loads are
 Controllable active power
 Flexibility in terms of energy, by being able to shift blocks of energy in time.
9.1.3.1

Supermarket

The purpose of this section is to describe the model of a supermarket refrigeration system with
flexible defrost cycles, used for the distribution grid simulation. The model consists of three parts
1. Power consumption of the refrigeration system,
2. Model of flexible defrost cycles,
3. Control interface.
The detailed modelling of the supermarkets refrigeration system is neglected in this model. Instead,
data is provided for the consumption of the underlying refrigeration system and consumption
flexibility is in form of defrost cycles, which can be shifted in time. For a more information regarding
modelling and control of a supermarket refrigeration system in a smart grid context, see [53] [54]
[55].
9.1.3.1.1

Power Consumption of Refrigeration System

The power consumption of a smaller Danish supermarket refrigeration system is show in Figure 12
for a two day period. The change in base-load from around 4 kW to 14 kW during the midday is
caused by removing the curtains from the open display cases. These curtains are implemented to
reduce the load on the system during night. The peaks in power consumption in the morning and
evening are caused by defrosting the display cases evaporators.
The supermarket refrigeration systems consumption profile is provided as data for the model
implemented in the benchmark grid.
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Figure 12. Power consumption of a smaller Danish supermarket refrigeration system, both with and without
the consumption contribution from defrost cycles. Data provided by Danfoss A/S.

9.1.3.1.2

Model of Flexible Defrost Cycle

We will shortly explain what a defrost cycle is and provide a model of its time constrained behaviour.
The temperature of refrigerant in the display case evaporators is typically sub-zero in order to absorb
enough heat from the air circulated around the foodstuff. This will cause moisture to not only
condense when air passes over the surface of the evaporator, but also subsequently freeze and over
time build up a layer of ice covering the evaporator. This will ultimately block the airflow and
drastically reduce the cooling capacity of the display case. To counteract this problem, regular
defrost cycles are run; where the flow of refrigerant is stopped and the continuing recirculation of
hotter air will melt the ice. For low temperature display cases, operating below
, an additional
heating element is turned on to actively melt the ice. It is the power consumption contribution of
these heating elements that are of interest, as they constitute a significant amount of the entire
refrigeration systems power consumption.
The constrained behaviour of defrost cycles and how they can be shifted in time is illustrated in
Figure 13a. This behaviour can be described by a timed transition system as illustrated in Figure 13b.
A defrost cycle is a triple
), where
is the set of locations,
is the set of actions and
is the set of real-valued clocks i.e.,
and
̇
̇
̇
. It is only possible to stay in a location as long as the clock associated to that location
is within constraints, e.g., it is only possible to be in location
when
̅ . When a transition
from one location to another occurs, a clock reset is denoted
.
The location
indicates that defrost is ready to be activated,
means that the system is
defrosting and
denote that the system is waiting until again being ready for defrost. A defrost
planner can instantiate a transition from location
to
by the input . The solid line in
Figure 13a denote a controllable transition and the dashed lines denote an uncontrollable transition.
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The behaviour sketched in Figure 13b can be coupled to the graph in Figure 13a as follows: Let the
defrost cycle start in location
and let
. This is indicated by the green box in Figure 13b.
The defrost planner can then transition to location
by action , before
̅ . When
̅ the defrost cycle automatically transitions to location
, where it will stay until
̅.
Then, it will automatically transition to location
, where it will stay until
̅. Each time a
transition occurs, the clock , or is reset accordingly. It should be noted that when the defrost
cycle is in location
it will have a power consumption
[w], if it is for a low temperature
display case.

Figure 13. (a); Graph of the timed transition system, modelling a defrost cycle. is the sampling time. (b);
Sketch of supermarket power consumption, along with shift of defrost cycles for the low temperature
display cases.

9.1.3.1.3

Control Interface

It is possible for an external controller to instantiate a transition from state
to state
before
̅ . It is assumed that the external controller freely can choose when and how many
defrost cycles are transitioned to the state
, in each supermarket, as long as the constraints
on time are not violated.
9.1.3.2

Electric Vehicles

The purpose of this section is to describe models for the charging of electric vehicles at both a
charging station (CS) and at a household. The charging of electric vehicles (EVs) will be evaluated in
three scenarios:
a) private charging spots under the control of the CEMS in a part of the households in the
studied LV grid.
b) public charging stations (CSs) on some feeders of the LV grid, each charging station having a
charging station controller that schedules the charging of a number of charging spots.
Because of the significant load created by the CSs, no additional EVs in the households will be
considered in this scenario.
c) public charging stations (fast charging) and (same charging controllers) in the MV grid.
It is essential to model the arrival and departure at charging spots or households to evaluate the
three scenarios. Thus, we model the following three phenomena for EV charging at households
1. Electrical vehicle mobility model, which we divide into:
a. the probabilistic arrival and departure of a car at the household during the week
b. the change in state of charge (SoC) of the vehicle.
2. Charging of the electrical vehicle, when available at the household,
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3. Control interface for active power.
To model the battery of the electrical vehicle, the same model used for describing an energy storage
is used. This model can be found in Section 9.2.1.
9.1.3.2.1

Mobility Model

The mobility model is built upon the National Travel Survey from Great Britain [56]. The model is only
intended to capture trends in the vehicle usage. From [56] it is seen that the availability of cars at the
household is low during on weekdays between 7 am and 6 pm. Furthermore, it is seen that the
general driving pattern is highly dependent on the day of the week. This dependence is captured by
the proposed model.
The proposed model has the following components:
 Trip rates by day of week during a year.
 Average trip length.
 Trip purpose by trip start time.
We consider the characteristics of trips with different purposes such as commute and shopping trips,
which have the characteristics shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Probability density functions for commuting (red) and driving to or from shopping (green).

It is seen that commuting occurs in the morning and in the afternoon, while shopping occurs
throughout the day.
The available data does not distinguish between driving e.g. to or from work. Therefore, the data is
divided into starting a trip and ending a trip, and it is assumed that a driver starts and ends every trip
at home. This was necessary to obtain realistic driving patterns from the statistical data. Probability
density functions for starting and ending commutes and shopping trips are shown in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Probability density functions for commuting and driving to or from shopping, divided into start
and end probabilities.

Each trip is assumed to have a distance equal to the average trip length for a considered purpose of
travel, and to obtain the state of charge of a vehicle, its average mileage is used.
Applied to e-mobility, from the mobility probabilities, trip duration and stop duration, one can
compute probabilistically the charging demand when the EV arrives to a charging point. We will
however not go into the geography and the trip distribution.
9.1.3.2.2

e-Mobility modelling

A full e-mobility model would have to consider origin, destination and duration, of trips, state of
charge (SoC) at the arrival to the charging spot, as well geographic mapping of charging stations to
the grid buses, and routing, in case several charging points/stations can be targeted. This system is
however well beyond the scope of the project, therefore a scaled down charging demand generation
will be used as follows:
 the time axis is discretized in N time intervals of duration T.
 for each EV, a charging energy demand is generated: The energy demand of the EV is
expressed with two values:
corresponding to the required amount of
energy and the full battery required energy respectively. The demand generation statistics
can be configured to fit for instance a CS at a shopping centre, a commuter or a residential
user.
 the simulated EV is mapped to a certain charging station, respectively, a certain private
charging spot and household.
 for EVs public charging stations, the following life-cycle of a charging process is defined: a
reservation event well before the arrival at the charging station, a plug-in event, a
leave/plug-out event. The reservation allows simulating forecasting: if a reservation arrives in
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the same time with the plug-in, no consumption forecast is possible, however in case of a
residential user; the reservation in the morning can provide the consumption forecast for the
arrival home later during the day.
For simplicity, we remove in the following the index of the EV and charging activity. The reservation
message contains besides
the estimated parking time interval of the EV, consisting of an
arrival and a leave time, mapped on time period indexes
. The supplied active power
], where
is the maximum charging power for that EV.
9.1.3.2.3

Electrical Vehicle Charging

To model the charging of the electrical vehicles battery it is seen as an energy storage similar to the
one described in Section 9.2.1. The battery can then be charged according to the constraints on
energy level and power consumption. When a vehicle has left the household, it will return after a trip
with a change in state of charge according to the mobility model. This change in state of charge will
indicate what the initial value of the energy storage is. I.e., if the conducted trip results in a 20%
discharging of the vehicles battery, which initial SoC is assumed to have been 100%, the energy
storage is given as
where is the sample number where the electrical vehicles battery arrives at the charging spot, is
the battery drain rate, is the efficiency of the charging spot, is the energy level of the battery [J],
is the power consumption of the charging spot [W] and is the sampling time [s].
9.1.3.2.4

Control Interface

The active power consumption resulting from charging of the electrical vehicle battery, can be
controlled in two different ways
 Charge with maximum allowable power consumption, when vehicle is available (
).
 Reference following on active power (
).
Thus, the active power reference can be describes as:
{ ̅
where ̅ is the active power reference. The active power consumption is limited by the constraints
imposed by the battery; hence, the active power consumption is
{
)
9.1.3.2.5

)

Model of EV flexibility

The energy flexibility of
arrival and leave time.

is defined in the period index [a,l] (earliest, latest) corresponding to the

At the time corresponding to the discrete period index j, we define:

the minimum

(underscored) respectively the maximum (bared) energy flexibility, using the recurrence relations
){
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(

)

}
)
)
}
where T is the sampling period duration. Outside the time window

9.1.3.2.6

Control of Electric Vehicles (including the 3 scenarios considered)

The charging station respectively the CEMS, compute a plan of the supplied power
for each EV
and timeslot . This plan is updated each period. The SoC of the vehicle increases according to the
supplied energy.
We will consider three scenarios:
1. In the test LV grid a number of (2-3) charging stations will be added to the household load, which
will however not include individual EVs.
2. In the LV grid, no charging stations will be added, but a number of household (8-10) will be
containing EVs in addition to HVACs, PV, and non-flexible load.
3. A number of charging stations will be added to the MV grid configuration, in addition of DER and
LV grids.
9.1.3.2.7

Actual and planned state of the EV

Between the planned arrival of an EV (as reported by a reservation) and the actual arrival, a
prediction error may be possible. This simulated prediction error can be configured and affects the
charging performance (see Key performance indicators).
9.1.3.3

House heating (HVAC) using a thermal storage model

Since a house is a complex thermal system, a complete theoretical approach of formulating the
model is impractical. We use however the first law of thermodynamics to describe energy
consumption and storage capacity of a simple house that consists of a two story detached house
placed in Vienna (Austria) with a total size of 128 m2. Moreover, the house is well isolated and the
majority of windows are facing south resulting in a total annual energy demand of around 60
kWh/m2.
The mathematical equation, based on the first law of thermodynamics, describing the major thermal
effects in the house is described in (1):
(1)
The quantities with index are time dependent. The energy flow components are defined in Table 6.
The equation can be interpreted as follows: the difference between the generated energy, i.e.,
energy generated from people, household appliances, sun and a heating system, and the lost energy,
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i.e., through the walls, windows, floor and roof, equals the change in energy stored in a house, i.e.,
capacity of building elements of the house.
Outcome of the equation (1) is the amount of the energy stored or lost in the house in the
considered time period (e.g. 15 minutes), also known as the change in “Internal Energy”.
If the measurements are made at times and
, then the change in the stored energy will be
The internal temperature difference is calculated from the model: it will increase if
and
decreases if
Therefore, the model allows to calculate the energy change trajectories in the
defined internal temperature range
by switching the heating ON and OFF. The two
extreme trajectories correspond to the calculated flexibility, to be used by the CEMS controller.
Variable Name
Variable
Unit
Name
Setpoints (control)
[Wh/period]
Heating energy:
controls the period in which, the power
Pmax is applied.
Outputs
Thermal Energy difference in the house.
The mass of walls is m = Area* Surface Density
Area: Pwalls = 252 [m2]
[Wh/period]
Surface Density: mWalls = 125 [kg/m2 ]
Specific heat capacity of walls c = 840 [J/kg°C],
temperature difference °C
Measurements/ state variables
is defined as the temperature difference
[°C]
between the time varying internal temperature and
the external temperature. Thus, the time period
index i
Energy lost due to the walls and windows
[J/K/period]
conductivity. Depends on building materials as well as
on the difference between outside and inside
temperature
Where U [W/m2K] is a measure of thermal resistance
and P [m2] is an area of a specific material.
Constraints
Internal temperature range , e.g 18-22 °C

°C

Heating power, e.g. 5000

W

Parameters
Energy generated by people residing in the house.
= Area/personArea * usagePerDay * personEnergy
PersonArea=45 m2
UsagePerDay=24h
PersonEnergy=90 W

Changes in the number of people in 24h are not
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modelled.
Energy generated by household appliances and lights.
= consumption * area , e.g.
consumption = 3W/m2
area = 128m2
Energy received from the sun is considered constant
during a month.
). In January
for instance we obtain 139 Wh/period.
Assumption: 40% glass surface, south orientation.
Energy lost due to the ventilation. Depends on the
difference between outside and inside temperature.
(We assume this factor constant during a month).
e.g.
=11.25Wh/period

[Wh/period]

[Wh/period]

[Wh/period]

Table 6 – Model parameters and variables

9.2

Grid Components

Grid components are controllable components of the electrical grid.
9.2.1

Energy Storage

The energy storage can be seen as a battery capable of charging or discharging active power. This
ability can be utilised by the MVGC or LVGC to maintain acceptable voltage limits on each bus, and as
a reserve for the demand management control. The model is similar to the models presented in [57]
and [58].The model consists of two parts
1. Model of energy storage,
2. Control interface for active power.
The energy storage is modelled as a first-order system, often referred to as a leaky bucket model,
and is intended to simulate different kinds of energy storage, such as batteries and thermal systems
[55] [22].

9.2.1.1

Model of Energy Storage

We consider an energy storage system capable of increasing consumption, to fill its storage, and to
inject power into the system when energy is available in the storage. The energy storage level is
described by
where is the energy storage level [J], is the power consumption/injection [W], is the sampling
time [s], is the sampling number, is the drain rate and is the systems efficiency. It should be
noted that
is a prerequisite for the system to be stable, where
gives an ideal storage
and
entails that the storage leeks energy, thus the name leaky bucket model.
Both the energy level and power consumption/injection are bounded by constraints
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where
and
is the minimum and maximum energy level, respectively [J],
and
are
the minimum and maximum bounds on power injection and consumption, respectively [W] and
is the power consumption/injection rate of change limit [W].
9.2.1.2

Control of Energy Storage

The active power of the energy storage can be controlled, as long as the bounds on energy level and
consumption/injection are not violated. We allow the active power to be controlled in two different
ways
 Reference following on active power (
)
 Voltage control (
)
Thus, the active power reference can be described as:
̅
{
)
where ̅ is the active power reference,
is a reference voltage,
is the measured voltage at
the connection point and
is a voltage droop control function given by
)
)
with

where
and
is the maximum and minimum allowable voltage values [V], respectively.
The active power consumption/injection is limited by the constraints on maximum and minimum
levels and on rate of change. First, the consumption/injection rate of change constraint is handled
̃

{

When including the constraints on energy level and power, the power consumption/injection is given
by
̃
̃
{
̃
̃
)
)
̃
̃
where is the energy storage level [J].
There is assumed no control of the energy storage reactive power; thus, the reactive power
consumption/injection is given by
where is the energy storage power factor. Typically, the minimum level on the energy storage,
, is set to 10% SoC and the maximum level,
, is set to 95% SoC. This is done to lengthen the
energy storages life time.
9.2.2

Capacitor Bank

The purpose of this section is to describe the model of a capacitor bank used for the distribution grid
simulation. The capacitor bank consist of two parts
1. Model of capacitor bank,
2. Control interface for reactive power.
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The presented model is intended for simulations with a sample time longer than one second.
Therefore, the system is assumed to have no dynamics; for further details in modelling and control of
capacitor banks, see [39] [40].
9.2.2.1

Model of Capacitor Bank

Because of the intended sampling time, and thus the assumption of no dynamics, the capacitor bank
is only restricted to be within bounds
where is the reactive power injection [VAR],
is the maximum allowable reactive power
injection [VAR]. The capacitor bank consists of a number of capacitors, which can be switched on or
off. Thereby, the injected reactive power can only be changed in steps, i.e., the reactive power
injection is described by
where is the number of capacitors switched in and
is the reactive power injection of each
capacitor in the bank [VAR]. Thereby, the maximum reactive power injection is given as
where
9.2.2.2

is the number of capacitors in the bank.
Control of Capacitor Bank

The reactive power of the capacitor bank can be controlled in two different modes
 Reference following on reactive power (
),
 Voltage control (
).
The reactive power can only be controlled in steps, thus the control variable is the number of
capacitors switched in, . The reference for number of capacitors switched in is given as
Thus, the reactive power reference can be described as:
̅
{
)
where ̅
is the external reference for number of capacitors switched in,
is a reference
voltage,
is the measured voltage at the connection point and
is a voltage droop
control function given by
̅
) {
̅
where is a hysteresis and ̅
is a ten minute average of the measured voltage.
The reactive power can only be changes in steps and there is a minimum time between switching
capacitors in/out (dwell time). It should also be noted that it is only possible to switch in/out
consecutive capacitors, i.e., it is not possible to switch more than one capacitor at any given time.
Thereby the number of capacitors switched in is given as
|

|)

∑
where
sample.

is the minimum number of samples between capacitor switches and
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9.2.3

On-Load Tap Changing Transformer

The purpose of this section is to describe the model of an on-load tap changing transformer (OLTC)
used for the distribution grid simulation. The OLTC consist of two parts
1. Model of OLTC,
2. Control interface for tap changing.
The OLTC is a transformer that is capable of changing its turns ration to either raise or lower the
voltage magnitude on its secondary side. On-load means that the transformer is capable of changing
taps without de-energizing the transformer and they are typically installed where the ratio needs to
be changed frequently; e.g., to handle daily variations in system conditions. Given the assumption of
balance between phases and using phasor representation, the OLTC is modelled as a two-winding
transformer. For more information in modelling transformers, see [39] [40].
9.2.3.1

Model of OLTC

The OLTC is modelled as a two-winding transformer with a variable turns ratio, see Figure 16. The
transformer is essentially modelled by three admittances, where the admittances dependent on the
turns ratio as follows
)
)

(

)

)

(

)

where
and is the turns ratio. Here describes the admittance between the two busses
where the transformer is placed,
describes the admittance from the primary side of the
transformer to ground and
describes the admittance from the secondary side of the transformer
to ground. The values of , and then change according to the turns ratio .

Figure 16. Standard equivalent circuit for a transformer (top) and the general -network representation of it
(bottom). P denotes the primary side and S the secondary side.
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From Figure 16 the current equations are put on matrix form, which results in the following linear
system
)
))
)
)
[ ] [
][ ]
)
)
))
where represents a sub-matrix of the grid impedance matrix. This sub-matrix is changed whenever
a tap-change has occurred. The tap position
represents the tap position, i.e.,
indicates
that the transformer operates at its nominal value. This results in a switched algebraic system, where
the value of
) changes according to which depend on , as follows
where
represents the percentage change in turn ratio and
is the nominal turns ratio.
Parameters for the transformers used in the benchmark grid can be found in Table 2 on page 30.
9.2.3.2

Control of OLTC

We allow the transformers tap position to be controlled in two different modes
 Follow tap position reference (
),
 Voltage control (
).
Further we put a constraint on the minimum time between tap changes and a maximum number of
changes per day. The OLTC is characterized by number of taps and voltage change per tap, in percent
from nominal voltage, see Table 2 on page 30. The tap position reference is then given as:
̅
{
)
where ̅
is the tap position reference,
is a reference voltage,
is the measured voltage
at the secondary side of the transformer and
is a voltage control functionality given by
̅
) {
̅
where is a hysteresis and ̅
is a ten minute average of the measured voltage.
The tap position is limited by constraints on number of taps, minimum time between tap changes
(dwell time) and a maximum number of tap changes per day. It should be noted that it is only
possible to change between consecutive taps, i.e. if
then a change to
is not possible, it
has to go through
. Thereby, the tap position is given as
|

|)

∑
∑
where
is the minimum allowable tap position,
is the maximum allowable tap
position,
is the minimum number of samples between tap changes, is the maximum allowable
number of tap changes per day, is the number of samples per day and is the current sample. The
number of accumulated tap changes per day, is then reset when the day changes.
9.2.4

Switch

The purpose of this section is to describe the model of a switch used for the distribution grid
simulation. The switch consist of two parts
1. Model of switch,
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2. Control interface for switch.
The switch is placed between two busses in the system and can be used to change the power flow
characteristics. In Figure 5 a switch (S1) is present between two medium voltage grids, allowing the
depicted medium voltage feeder to be supplied through an additional transformer station. The
presented model is intended for simulations with a sample time longer than one second. Therefore,
the system is assumed to have no dynamics, i.e., it is assumed that when the state of the switch is
changed it happens instantaneously.

9.2.4.1

Model of Switch

The switch is represented by an impedance
between the two busses where it is placed
if the switch is open. Thus the switch changes the grid topology when it is toggled between open and
closed. In practice this means that the bus admittance matrix is changed to include the switch when
it is closed.
9.2.4.2

Control of Switch

The state of the switch is given as
{
where is the state of the switch and
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10 Aggregation
This section describes how key variables for grid control are aggregated. The aggregation is an
important step in large scale control systems to manage complexity. In the hierarchical control
schema, aggregation and disaggregation (dispatch) must be accomplished at the interface between
each layer of the hierarchy. We divide the aggregation into three different categories
 Aggregation of inflexible residential consumption
 Aggregation of flexible reactive power
 Aggregation of flexible active power
The aggregation is explained in the following sections. We emphasize of the local constraints in the
aggregation, e.g., local voltage constraints may limit the available flexible power from an asset. This
issue is most often overlooked in aggregation methods for energy balancing.

10.1 Aggregation of inflexible residential consumption
This section presents a method for aggregating inflexible consumption of residential consumers. The
purpose is to derive a very simple consumption model that can be used for control. Thus, its
dimension must be low. The model is applied to estimate the residential power consumption by an
extended Kalman filter.
We are working from the hypothesis that the aggregated inflexible consumption of residential
consumers is periodic. Periodic signals can be represented as a sum of sin and cosines, which are
solutions of systems of linear differential equations; hence, the aggregated flexible consumption may
be approximated by a low order linear system. The modelling principle is applied to residential
consumption, but can easily be extended to capture PV production. The modelling principle is
commonly used in control to attenuate periodic disturbances.
First it is shown that our hypothesis of residential consumption being periodic is probable. This is
accomplished by aggregating the consumption data of 116 households, measured at Horsens,
Denmark [59].
Figure 17 shows the consumption of two households with quite different consumption
characteristics. The consumer in the upper subplot has very high power consumption, and
presumably has a heat pump, as the consumption is overlaid with at square wave consumption
pattern. The consumer in the lower subplot has a higher consumption in weekends than weekdays
(first 48 hours of the plot is weekend).

Figure 17. Consumption of two Danish households.
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From the single consumer data it is not clear that residential consumption can be approximated with
a periodic signal. However, Figure 18 shows that the aggregated consumption of 116 households is
approximately a periodic signal.

Figure 18. Aggregated consumption of 120 households.

Periodic signals can be approximated by sums of sins and cosines, which are solutions to a linear
differential equation; hence, they are simple to approximate. We propose to approximate the
household consumption from two cosines and a constant. This implies that the consumption is
modelled as an autonomous linear system with only five state variables. A linear system is given as
̇
where
is the state,
is the output,
is the system matrix, and
is
the output matrix. The particular linear system is
̇
̇
̇
̇
][ ]
[ ̇ ] [
)
)
)
)
The solution to the linear system becomes
)
)
)
where
.
An extended Kalman filter [60] can be used to estimate the consumption profile online, i.e., slowly
adapt the parameters , , , , and to create the best approximation of the consumption. We
choose the two periodic functions such that they have a period of one day and half a day
respectively.
Figure 19 shows simulation results of the designed extended Kalman filter, where the residential
consumption (dashed line) is approximated by the filter (solid line).
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Figure 19. Aggregated residential consumption (dashed black line) and estimated consumption by the
extended Kalman filter (solid blue line).

The extended Kalman filter is initialized with random parameter values, resulting in a bad fit for the
first 48 hours of the simulation. After this initial period, the filter estimates the consumption
accurately. Thus, it is concluded that aggregated residential consumption can be approximated by
low order linear models, based on periodic functions.

10.2 Aggregation of flexibility
The aggregation of flexibility is divided into two parts: flexible active power and flexible reactive
power. The model of flexible reactive is simple, but depends on the active power. The model of
flexible active power poses several challenges, and a complete solution is currently not available.
10.2.1 Flexible Reactive Power
Aggregation of reactive power e.g. allows entire LV grids to be exploited by the medium voltage grid
controller for voltage control on the MV grid. We show that reactive power can easily be aggregated,
since the constraints on reactive power can be summed together. The flexible reactive power is
calculated from the total apparent power of all inverters, and the individual active power
consumption or production of the inverter-based assets.
Each asset that has a controllable reactive power is subject to the constraint
√
where is the reactive power, is the active power, and
is the apparent power limit of the
inverter. Note that the active power is a stochastic variable. The constraint can be rewritten as
By default, these assets have power factor 1; thus, flexible reactive power can readily be aggregated
as
∑
where

is the total flexible power of
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10.2.2 Flexible Active Power
Several works exist on aggregation of flexibility [25], [29] and for using the aggregated energy to
participate in the electricity markets [23]. We propose to classify flexible units into classes dependent
on the dynamics of their underlying model, and then aggregate the flexibility into one unit per class
of flexible units.
If the dynamics of an asset is very simple, e.g., given by integrators, then methods such as [25] can be
used for exploiting its full flexibility. Otherwise, it is proposed to utilize alternating simulation
relations to obtain an approximate model of the flexibility [31], [32]. Notice that one can always
realize the control generated upon the model, since the free dynamics is over-approximated, and the
control is under-approximated. We emphasize that it is necessary to include local constraints in the
aggregation. For example, if the voltage is high at a bus with flexible generation, then it may not be
possible to increase the power production, due to violation voltage constraints (over-voltage).
In the following, we provide a short description of the aggregation method proposed in [25], and
sketch the principle of alternating simulation relations and their connection to aggregation of energy.
The paper [25] considers a collection of dynamical systems given in terms of energy
change (power). In discrete time, the stored energy of a system is given by
where

and energy

must be specified as
[

̅]

where and ̅ represent a lower bound respectively upper bound on . This restricts the dynamics
of the assets. In this setting can be controlled to exploit the flexibility of the asset; however, certain
constraints on the stored energy must be satisfied at all times. These bounds are gives as
[ ̅]
Jointly, the constraints can be written as follows for a horizon of samples
{

)

̅

∑

̅

}

It should be noted that is linearly constrained. A large number of linear constraints can be handled
by standard optimization tools. Thus, the linearly constrained system can be used for control. The
method is demonstrated in [25] on a collection of assets given by 400 heat pumps and 400
refrigeration systems.
The alternating simulation approach to aggregation is explained for models given by timed game
automata [31], which are similar to the model used for describing the control of defrost cycles. The
method applies to dynamical systems [32]. The method is similar to model order reduction, but exact
preservation of input-output maps are not required by the simulation relation; hence, the reduced or
abstract model can get smaller by using simulation relations.
A timed game automaton is a timed automaton
with its set of transitions
partitioned into
controllable ( ) and uncontrollable ( ) actions. The uncontrollable actions represent the free
dynamics of the system, and controllable actions represent the effect of a control input. It is desired
to find a simple approximation of a collection of timed game automata. Such approximation is given
by an alternating simulation relation. The simple model that simulates the original system can be
used for the controller design. Via this type of relation it is guaranteed that the controller design can
be implemented on the complicated (real) system and if the simple system satisfies a given
specification, then the real system does also satisfy the specification.
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11 Simulation framework
A simulation framework has been developed in MATLAB that is capable of simulating the benchmark
grid with the assets described in Section 8. To demonstrate the functionality of the simulation, a few
simulation results are presented in the following. All figures are extracted from the same two-day
simulation.

Figure 20. Active power (blue) and reactive power (green) delivered from the slack bus, and voltage profiles
of six MV busses.

The left subplot of Figure 20 shows simulation data for two days of import of active and reactive
power to the medium voltage grid from the transmission grid. The right subplot of Figure 20 shows
voltage magnitudes at selected busses in the medium voltage grid. It is noticed that the voltage
magnitude is very stable and only fluctuates 1 %. In this simulation, no production was added on the
medium voltage level. The addition of production could cause over-voltages; however, this scenario
requires further studies.

Figure 21. Active power (blue) and reactive power (green) delivered by the slack bus, and voltage profiles of
four LV busses.

From the left subplot of Figure 21, it is seen that the low voltage grid imports active and reactive
power. Furthermore, it is seen from the right subplot of Figure 21 that the voltage at selected busses
does decrease by 7 % compared to nominal voltage level. The simulation does not include electric
vehicles or solar PV; thus, under- and overvoltage issues are expected in this scenario.
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